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EDITOR’S NOTE

It has been a pleasurable experience indeed for me to collaborate with the great Maestro Andrés Segovia in editing his original compositions for guitar.

Segovia displays no pretense as to being a composer. In fact, he discourages those who attempt to acclaim him as one. “These pieces,” he facetiously claims, “were composed at the same time I learned to play the guitar — — — before I was born!”

Performers, teachers and students will find these pieces delightful in their repertoire. Yet, they are useful studies in phrasing and fingering which definitely develop technique.

Ronald C. Purcell

The four titles in this series are:

Macarena
Two Pieces

Lessons No. 11 & 12
Five Anecdotes
New Books That Merit Special Attention

ANDRÉS SEGOVIA
Contributions to the World of Guitar
Compiled by Ronald C. Purcell
With a Preface by Andrés Segovia

Andrés Segovia has left an indelible mark upon the world of concert guitar. This publication represents only a small portion of the contributions which he has made. An extremely valuable tool for research, it contains the following listings: Articles by Segovia; Books About Segovia; Articles in Larger Works About Segovia; Articles About Segovia; Segovia Music Editions; Segovia Discography.

Plastic comb bound – 44 pages – $6.00

CLASSIC GUITAR
LUTE and VIHUELA DISCOGRAPHY
By Ronald C. Purcell

Here is a discography designed to be used as a basic reference tool of composers and repertoire. It contains an Artist Index (with the works performed listed under each artist's name), Composer and Record Index, as well as Addresses of Record Companies and Suppliers. There are more than one hundred artists listed as well as approximately four hundred composers and four hundred individual records.

Paperbound – $7.50